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. TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 281.

A COIRARISON OF PROPELLER AND CENTRIFUGAL FANS FOR

CIRCULATING THE AIR IN A WIND TUNNEL.

By Fred E. Weick.

summary

The tests described in this-paper afford a direct comparison.-

of the efficiency and smoothness of flow obtained with propeller

fan and multiblade centrifugal fan drives in the same wind tunnel.

The propeller fsa was fowd to be superior to the centrifugal.fan ,.
b
. in that the efficiency was about twice as great, and the flow-.

● much smoother.

Tests

While aircraft pzopeller t~e fans axe used in most wind

tunnels for circulating the air, in some cases multiblade cen-

trifugal.fans are employed. The tests herein described give a

direct comparison, as regards efficiency and smoothness of flow. . ..-

produced, between a propeller and a centrifugal type fan in the

same wind tunnel.

The N.A.C.A. six-inch wind tunnel at the Langley Memorial

* Aeronautical Laboratory was used for the tests. As originally

built, the air in this tunnel was circulated by means of a Sturte–
.

vani nultivane centrifugal fan, design 3, size 2, direct connected....-.._+
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to a variable 6peed compound wound, direct current motor. The
.

tunnel is of the open jet, single retuzn passage type, having

guide vanes at the corners and a honeycomb at the large squ~e —--—.-—.
section of the entrance cone. It is shown diagrmatically in

Figure 1. The cross sections of the air jet and exit cone are

circular, but those of the return passage are rectangdar.

The energy ratio, or the ratio of the kinetic energy of the

air passing through the throat per unit time to the electric in-
— —

put power, was obtained for the tunnel with the centrifugal fan

at air speeds of 50, 75, and 100 M.P.H. The electric input to

the motor was measured by means of a standard voltmeter and am-

meter on the armature and series field line, and another pair of

smaller instruments on the shunt field line. The air speed at

the throat was obtained from the pressure difference between the
..

large square section of the entrance cone and.the experiment cham-

ber, as measured by means of an J!J.A.C.A.micro-manometer and a ...,-- .“. ..
calibrated static pressure plate....—- —. . .—

After the energy ratio had been determined, a record was

made of the dynamic pressure over a short period of time as ob-

tained from a Prandtl type Pitot-static tube and an N.A.C.A. pho-

tographically recording manometer, the fluctuations of the dy–
—

namic pressure being m indication of the relative smoothness of

flow.

After the above tests had been made the tunnel was modified

by replacing the centrifugal fan by a corner section having guide
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vanes and putting a four-blade propeller fsm in
9

diagrmed in Figure 2. The prGpeller, which is

eter, is shown in Fi=~re 3. It is mounted ~~ a

3

the-exit.cone as

one foot~in diam-
-..

shaft supported by

tvvodeep groove ball bearings, one of which takes the thrust. The
.

propeller shaft is connected, hy means of pulleys and a special

high speed fabric belt, to the same motor which formerly ran the ‘--

centrifugal fan, the diameter of the dri%-ing

times that of the driven pulley~ Except for

replacing the centrifugal fan the tunnel was

pulley being five

the corner section

not chuged. It is

shown in Fiewre 5 as amanged. for the propeller fan. The energy
—

ratio was the’nobtained for’the tunnel driven by the propeller
_.

* fan, and a record of the smoothness of the air flow made, in the
. -.

same manner as for the centrifugal fan installation.
●

In order to obtain the efficiency of the &rive to the pro-

peller fan, the power absorbed by the propeller was measured for

one condition of air speed and R,P.K. (93 M.P,Hc and 6500 R;PsM.) ““-
—

by means of a Prony brake. The exit cone Was taken off as far as

the propeller, the propeller reinoved,and a five-inch water-

cooled steel brake dr-tiaput in its place. By means of a strap,

the proper braking force was applied to hold the speed of the

shaft to 6500 P.,I?.H.with the same electrical input to the motor

as for an air speed of 93 M.P.E. The torque force was measured

on a Toledo scale.* .

.

.- .
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Results

The results of the energy ratio tests are shown in Table I

and Figure 4. The efficiency of the tunnel with the propeller

fan drive is much the greater of the two at all speeds. The

curves of Figure 4, however,

ciencies of the drives. The

directly on the inotorshaft,

do not show the true relative effi–

centrifugal fan -rotorwas mounted

while the propeller fan was mounted .

on a special shaft with two extra bearings and a belt drive,

which absorbed a certain amount of power. Also, with the cen-

trifugal fan the motor ‘wasloaded to its rated power at high

speed, whereas with the propeller fsn it was’comparatively light-
# —

ly loaded and therefore less efficient.

● A fair comparison csn be made for a s~eed of 93 M.P.H. with

the aid of the data fron the Prony brake test. This showed that

for an air speed of 93 li.P.H.and a propeller speed of 6500 R.P.M*,

the electric input was 1.57 HP. while

delivered to the propeller. Thus the

mechanical efficiency of the drive to

only .923 brake HP. was

combined electrical and

the pzopeller was 60.3 per

cent. Now if the

of a motor of the

80 per cent would

for the tunnel of

.

propeller fan had been driven directly by means

proper power, a efficiency of approximately

have been obtained. This gives an energy ratio

1,051 X .80 = ~,40
.603 >

. and since”the energy ratio with the centrifugal fan is .6? at
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93 M.P.H. (from Figure 4), the direct drive propeller fan instal-

lation is 2.1 times as efficient as the centrifugal.
.

The photographic records of the dynsmic pressure in the air

jet are shown in Figure 6 for both drives. From the records,

each of which covers a period of about four seconds at 100 M.P.H.,

it is apparent that the flow is much smoother With the propeller

fan. In fact, the records indicate that while the dynamic pres-

sure varies a maximum of 1.5 per cent from the mean

peller fan, with the centrifugal fm this variation

cent, or between four and five times as great.

with the pro-

is 7.1 per

Evidently

a large nunber

per unit time.

a sfioothflow cannot be obtained by merely having

of blades in the fsn or a large number of impulses

The centrifugal fan has 60 blades and gives more. —

than three times as many impulses per unit time as the propeller .

fan, yet the flow is much smoother with the latter. The explana-

tion seems to be that the guide vanes in the corner cf the pro-

peller installation turn the air more smoothly than the centrifu-

gal fan, the casing of which forms the corner. Excessive turbu-

lence in changing the direction of the air would also-help to ex- ‘

plain the lower efficiency of the centrifugal fan installation.

.

.

.
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Cone

1. For the tunnel used

6

lus i o n s

in these tests the propeller fan in-

stallation including a corner with guide vanes is

twice as efficient as the centrifugal fan.

approximately

2. The air flow is

stallation than with the

much smoother wi.til the propeller fan in-

centrifugal fan.

Langley Field,,Va.,

~@Uary 24, 1928.
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TABLE 1,

_____ -— ---

-— ---- . . . .

(lentTifugal
Fsn

lnstallatio

‘Propeller
~~

Installat io

1:

.

Energy ~----- ------- ----- - ______
1 T 1-

!
Air Shunt Shunt
speed field field Armature
~.P.H amperes VOlt B smpereg

H1
---------------—---------

50 1.04 10.0 4.0
. ---- ------- ----- --------

75 .77 30.0 8.0

---- -------I----4--------+

100

111
.38 43.0 20.5

---- ------- ----- ________

---- ------- ----- ----- ---

50 1.36 1.0 2.5
------ ------- ----- --------

75 .93 17.6 5.0

. ----
t h

--------- ----- +--------

~io Test Data
-------- .

!mmatw e
volts

--------

83.2
--------

105.0
.-—----_

94.0
--------

--------

93.0
--------

107.0

_--_-_— _

103.0

--------

-.. .-------- ------ -_ __- —-__ - —_____________

~~ec~r~c

mAir
input energy
power per 6ec. Energy
ft.lb. ft.lb. rat i.o

per sec. per Oec ,
-------- ---—- --- ------ .---- —-----------

257
I

119.4 I .465 Temp. = 20°C.
-------- -------- ------i----------------L L

‘----’T------T----T-------------

1H
------------------------------

1’72 117.0 .681 Temp. = 21°C .
-------- -------- ----- -------- ------ -

406 395.5 ,974 Bes. preeeure =
30.10 izl. Hg“------ -- -------- ----- ______________

890 936.0 1.052 p = .0025*

lb. sec ,Qft .-4---- —-- - —------- ----- ---------------

‘-a

1
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Figs.l&2
Centrifugal fan

Air jet
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‘R~turn pa~sage

Figml Six Inch Tind Tmansl With Centrifugal Fan

Propsllm fan

r 6.8?1Air jet
/ 2!’Driven pulley

vail.3s

L,.

Fig.2 Six Incn Wind TuiinelWith Propellsr Fan
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Fig.3

~ 1J30’f
B .5@1
c 14°
D .1O11
E .0511
I’1.15”
G .5’75’~
H .3.211

I .051~
J’.Q61t
K .06[[
L 16.85°
M .13‘1
N .065’!

.CJ21°
P .065fl
Q 1.3311
R .66511
s .1511
T .075’~
u .07511
v 27.2°
w 1.50”
x .7511
Y .17”
z .085”
q .085:
r 37.2
s .825”
t 1.65”

YOUI blade
fan.

21!D

1.25’fD
1.375”

propeller

I

Station L.E. .0251.05 ● 10 .20.30.40 .50.60 ● 70 .80.90T.E.
Uppercamber.03 .05.07 .08 ● 10 ● 10 ● 10 .09.08.Oc ● 05 .Q3 .01 611R

Lower camber ●03 ● 01 .01 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Uppercamber.03 .06.08.10 ● 12 ,12 ● 12 .11.09.08i06.04 .01fjllR

Lowercamber.03 ●01 .01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Uppercamber.04 ●07 .09.11.13.13 ●13 .12.10.08.06 ●04 .01411R
lowercember.04 .01.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

~?er camber.04 .08.10.12.15.15.15.14.12.10.07.05 ● .0131tR
Lowercamber.04 ●O1 .01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Uppercember .05 .09.11.14.16.17.16.15.13;11.08 ●05 .01 ,,R

Imer camber .05
02

●02 ● 01 0 0 0 G o 0 0 0 0 L
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Figs. 5&6

Fig. 5. N.A.C.A. six inch wind tunnel with propeller fan drive.
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propeller Fan

Manometer records.
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